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The effects Q~WOSS correlation between dipolar and chemical-shift anisotropy relaxation 
interactions on the measurement of heteroatom T, and T2 relaxation times in prohns is 
considerad. It i s  shown that such effects can produoe errors of approximately 25% in the 
measurement of lsN transverse relawation timm at a field strength of I 1.8 T. C r o s s  correlation 
has a less signifimnt effsct on the measurement of W spin-lattice relaxation rates and for 
proteins the errors iQ TI  dec*ease as a function ofincreasing molacular weight. Nevertheless, 
for T I  measurements at I 1.8 T mors of approximately I5 and 5% are calculated for 
proteins wth correlation times, r,, of 5 and 9 ns, mpedvely.  Pulse sequences which 
eliminate dipolar and chemical-shift amsotropy cms-mmlation effects are demibed. These 
sequences are used to make more ammratc measurements of "N T I  and TI values of 
staphylococcal nuclease and to determine errors in thm parameters that result when cross 
COrre.l3tiOnS are p a n t .  o IWZ ~cademic  phu, IUC 

NMR relaxation experiments can, in principle, provide a detaikd des~pt ion  of 
protein dynamics. This is most often accomplished using T 1 ,  T2, and NOE experiments 
which map out the spectral density functions describing such motions at a number of 
frequencies ( 1-6 1. Recently 'Hdetected sensitive one- and twodimensional hetero- 
nuclear Nh4R experiments have been described for measuring the relaxation properties 
of insensitive nuclei such as "N and 13C (4,  7-10>. This advance, coupled with the 
availability of nmdy complete heteroatom assignments of spectra of uniformly "N- 
and 13C-labeled proteins as a result of advances in multidimensional NMR techniques 
( I l - l d ) ,  provides access to a large number of probes of dynamics throughout the 
entire molecule under investigation. It has thus been possible to study backbone dy- 
namics on a per residue basis in the proteins staphyylococcal. nuclease ( 4 )  (SNase, MW 
17.5 kDa) and interleukin-lD (5) (IL-10, MW 17.5 kDa). 

The simplest and most mmmon approach for the analysis of heteroatom relaxation 
rates is io  w u m e  that the interactions governing relaxation are uncoupled and hence 
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can be treated in an independent manner. This was the approach taken in the analysis 
of the I5N relaxation data for SNase ( 4 )  and 1Ll-P ( 5 )  where t h e  effects of cross 
correlation between the dipolar and 15N chemical-shift anisotropy (CSA) relaxation 
mechanisms were neglected. In this way, for example, the relaxation of a backbone 
I5N spin in a protein is the sum of contributions from dipolar interactions involving 
the directly bonded N H  proton as well as the 15N CSA tern while the r e l a x a t h  of a 
carbon spin in an AX, spin system is the sum of each 'H-13C dipolar contribution 
as welI as the I3C CSA component. However, studies by the VoMs (15 )  and Werbelow 
and Grant 16) have shown that such cross-comelatian effects can be significant. Re- 
cently we showed that for I3C transverse relaxation in a methyl group attached to a 
molecule tumbling in the limit wc .> 1, where rC is the overaU cornlation time, the 
transverse magnetization associated with the outer components of the k3C quartet 
could decay at a rate of up to nine times faster than the inner components due to the 
eff- of cross correlation between the three 'H- 3C dipk vectors 1 I 7). This translaw 
into an error of as much as a factor of three in measured 13C T2 values if such effects 
are ignored. A recent paper by Boyd el al. (18) has shown that dipolar and CSA cross 
correlation can significrantly affect the recovery of I5N longitudinal magnetization for 
the protein hEGF (MW 6.5 ma), This result has stimulated us to consider the effects 
of cross correlation between dipolar and CSA interactions on previously measured 
heteronuclear TI and T2 relaxation rates in SNase and evaluate the errors that can be 
introduced through the neglect of such effects. We show that measurements of 15N TI  
values in larger proteins such as SNase are not strongly affected by dipoIar/CSA cross 
correlations because the latter are effectively attenuated by the rapid spin flips of the 
NH protons. We further show that T ,  measurements are significantly affected by 
dipolarJCSA cross correlation even in larger proteins. Pulse schemes that eIirninate 
dipolarjCSA cross correlations in TI  and T, measurements are presented and their 
utility is demonstrated on a sample of uniformly "N-labeled SNase cornplexed with 
pdTp and Q2+. 

THEORY 

Recently Goldman has presented rigorous expressions for the transverse relaxation 
of a heterospin, A, in an AX spin system assuming that the relaxation of spin A is 
governed by both dipolar and CSA relaxation mechanisms (19). In the limit that wArc 
$ 1 and assuming further that the unique axis of the CSA tensor and the AX bond 
vector are colinear, Goldman showed that the decay of the transvase multiplet com- 
ponents of spin A is gven by 

d 
dr 
- = - 111 

where h = 0 . 2 7 , ( ~ ~ ~ ~ h J ( 2 ~ r ~ ) ) ~  + & T ~ ( O ~ ( ~  - G - , ) ) ~  and 9 = - f $ ~ ~ y ~ ~ ~ h /  
( Z m 3 ) w A (  q - c,). In E& [l], AV)  is theA transverse magnetization associated with 
multiplet componentj, y1 is the magnetogyric ratio of spin i, h is Planck's constant, 
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r is the distance Mween spins A and X, oIl and nL are the principal components of 
the axially symmetric chemical-shift tensor, T~ is the overall correlation time describing 
the isotropic tumbling of fie molecule, and W, is the angular frequency of spin A. For 
the case of NH- I5N spin systems in proteins with a value of ( q - G ~ )  = - 160 ppm 
(ZO), r = 1.02 A and W, = 50.68 MHz ( 11.8 T field), and where the principal axis 
ofthe *5N chemical-shift tensor and the NH- "N bond is parallel (note that the angle 
between the 15N chemical-shift tensor and the NH- bond is typically between 0" 
and 30" in proteins (20) j ,  Q. [ I ]  indicates that the decay rates of the individual 
multiplet components are very different with a T2 ratio of 7.75! The decay of net 
transverse A magnetization, 

A, , ( [ )  = Ak' ) ( t )  +A,!2)(t) = 0.5A,[O){exp1-(X + v)7]  + exp[-(X - T I T ] ] ,  I21  

is thus predicted to be biexponential in the limit of an isolated two-spin pair with ( A  
+ VI/( X - v )  - 8, independent ofthe value of rc. Clearly this large of an effect can 
result in a serious overestimation in measured T ,  values if not properly accounted 
for in the interpretation of the relaxation data or adequately suppressad. 

The longitudinal relaxation of the A muItipIet components in an AX spin system 
is given by 

where A!')  and A!2) refer to the z magnetization associated with the two multiplet 
components, x = [ ~ , / ( 1  + ( ~ * 7 c ) 2 } ~ ~ ~ . 3 { ~ A ~ X h / ( 2 ~ r 3 ) } 2  + ${wA(oII - u ~ ) } ' ] ,  
v' = [ - i - ~ (  1 + ~ w A 7 c ) 2 ) ] [ o . 4 y A y X l a / ( 2 ~ 1 * 3 ) j # A ( ~ 1 1  - ul). Equation I31 assumes 
that J ( w A )  $ J(wx) ,  J(wA k WX), where J ( w )  = - rc / (  1 + ( W T , ) ~ ] .  In this limit, the 
longitudinal relaxation of A magnetization is biexponential and the ratio of 15N lon- 
gitudinal reIaxation rates for the multiplet components again is 7.75 ( 1 1.8 T). 

An intuitive understanding of Eqs. [ 1 J and [ 3 1 describing the effects of dipolar/ 
CSA cross correIation on measured relaxation rates is eady obtained by considering 
simple local field arguments in the limit when WT, P 1. Consider the two-spin system 
that Goldman examined and Iet us focus on transverse relaxation. Figure I shows an 
energy-level diagram for an AX two-spin system with direct product basis set eigen- 
functions and with the eigenvalues of each state i irihcated by Ei . Thus the state 018 
corresponds to spins A and X having spin states cy and 0, reswvely .  The two multiplet 
componenZs associated with transverse A magnetization are given by transitions con- 
necting states up, ,f$' and states ma, Bcu. The Hamiltonian, #, fhat wdl contribute to 
relaxation is given by 

where 
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FIG. 1. Energy-level diagram for an AX ( A  = ''N, X = IH) two-spin system with direct-product basis- 
set e-functions and with eigenvalues of each state i indicated by E,. The two rnultip1e.t components 
associated with transverse A magnetkal5on connecting states af?, 00 and states aa, @a are indiwted by 
arrows. A$' is the tramverse A magnetization assmiated wth multiplet component j .  Using the product- 
operator description (30 ) ,  A i 1 )  = 0.5(& + 2A&), A S )  = 0.5(& - 2A,X,). 

and 
&a* = +*(q - u1,$(3 cos% - 1 )Az, 

where Az and X, are the spin operators corresponding to the z components of angular 
momentum of spins A and X, B describes the orientation of the A-X &pole vector 
and the axialIy symmetric chemical-shift tensor (assurnad colinear) whh respect to 
the external magnetic field, and all other symbols are defined previously. This model 
is valid for describing the transverse relaxation of a ''N or I3C spin which is dipolar 
coupled to only one 'H spin in the protein. The effect of ff on the energies of the 
spin states indicated in Fig. 1 is to change E, by the amounts 

AEl: 1614- 612 

AEl: - d / 4 + ~ / 2  

AE?: - d / 4 - ~ / 2  

A E 4 :  1614 + ~ / 2 ,  151 
where d = -[rArXh/(2ar3)](3 COS'B - 1 )  and c = ~ o A ( u I I  - a,)(3 coszd - 1). 
Since the contributions to the transverse relaxation rate of the multiplet components 
carresponding to the transitions connecting orb and Bo( 1 / T2( ~ 2 ) )  and connecting cycy 
and @.I( 1 / T213,4)) are prjpohonal to ( AEl  - AEZ)' and (A& - respectively, 
we can write 

where the bar denotes the appropriate average over a11 space. Equation [ 6 ]  simplifies 
to T2(3,41/T2(1,2) = ( A  - v ) / (  A f v )  as indicated by Eq. E13 and described in detaiI by 
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Goldman ( 19). Thus, the interference between dipolar and CSA interactions results 
in a situation in which the individual multiplet components of a two-spin system relax 
with different transverse relaxation rates. In general, this is the caSe for more COnI.pkx 
spin systems, and as indicated by Eq. [ 3 ]  a simiIar situation occurs for longitudinal 
relaxation as well. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

For alI experiments described in this paper a sample of 1.5 mM SNase uniformly 
'"-labeled and complexed with pdTp and Ca", pH 6.4, was employed. Spectra were 
recorded on a Bruker AM500 spectrometer at 308 K. All data sets were recorded as 
256 X 5 12 real matrices with 32 scans per t, point. The data sets were processed with 
software provided by New Methods Research (Syracuse, New York). Crosspeak vol- 
umes were obtained from surface-fitting routines provided in the software package. 
TI and Tz values were extracted in a stmghtfomard fashion by measuring the volumes 
of cross peaks in 2D maps as a function of relaxation delay, T,  and fitting the volumes 
to an equation of the form y = A exp( -T/ T, { i = 1,2 1 using conjugate gm&ent 
minimization techniques. Precision limits afthe extracted parameters, A and TI , were 
obtained by a Monte Carlo approach described by Kamath and Shriver (21). 

Figures 2a and 2b illustrate the pulse schemes that are employed to measure het- 
erospin T ,  and T2 values. The sequences are very similar to previously pvbIished 
methods (4) with the exception that during the Tperiod 'H 180" pulses are applied 
every 5-10 ms in order to interchange rnultipkt components and hence effmively 
suppress the effects of cross correlation between dipolar and CSA relaxation rnecha- 
nisrns. This approach i s  discussed in detail later in the text. Figure 2b (i) shows our 
previous CPMG (22,23) scheme for measuring transverse relaxation times. Note that 
the single 'H I SO" pulse applied in the center of T heIps suppress the intense water 
signal and also serves to considerably reduce the influence of dipolar and CSA cross- 
correlation effects. However, the sequence of Fig. 2b (ii ) is prefemd since cross-cor- 
relation effects are eliminated completely. 

Multiplet component transverse relaxation rates were measured both with and 
without suppression of the &polar/ CSA cross-correlation contribution. In order to 
obtain I5N transverse relaxation rates of individual multiplet components with the 
elimination of dipoIar/CSA cross correlation the sequence ofFig. 2b (ii) was employed 
with the exception that the 'H 180" pulse appIid in the center of the t l  perid was 
removed. In addition, after the tl period magnetization was immdately transferred 
back to protons fur detection by simultaneous application of 'H and X 90" pulses 
(i-e., the 27 period immediately following the tl interval was removed from the se- 
quence). In this way the function describing the transfer of magnetization from X to 
'€3 is of the form s in(sJ tI )  for a two-spin system and multiplet. components are 
antiphase absorptive in F1.  15W transverse relaxation rates of multiplet components 
showing the effects of dipolar/CSA cross correlation were obtained using the scheme 
of Fig. 2b (ii) with the exception that 'H 180" pulses were not applied during the 
CPMG portion of the sequence nor during the t I  period. In order to achieve sufficient 
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1 aoX 1B0, 180, 90, 180, 
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90, 180, 90  180, 
@ I  

b 

H 
1 

X 

FIG. 2. Pulse sequences for measuring heteroatom T I  (a) and T2 relaxation t i m a  (b). EffFactive water 
suppression {if X = I5N) is achieved with the u?e of an off-resonance DANTE sequence (31,32). The value 
of A is set to slightly l e s  than 1/(4J), where J is the 'H-X muplhg constant (2.3 ms for X = "N) to 
minimize relaxahon losses. Because the transverse relaxabon times for backbone ISN spins are reasonably 
long, the value of T is set to 1 / (4J).  In a, '€3 180" p u h  are applied every 5-10 ms (at B rate much greater 
than the decay rate of the fast& relaxing multiplet component) in order to suppress the effects of 'H- "N 
dipolar/CSA cross C O d a t i O Q .  The phase cycling employed i s  dI = 8(y) ,  S (  -y>; c $ ~  = 4(x), 4( -x ) ;  4 3  = 

- y ,  y ;  $4 = 2 ( x ) ,  2 ( -x ) ;  Acq = x ,  2(-x), x,  --x, 2(x), --x. The receiver phase is inverted every eight 
scans. A composite 180" pulse (90; L8Q; 90: ) i s  applied in the center of the tI evolution period. Quadrature 
in Fl is achieved by 'PPI ( 33) of In b, the pulse scheme for m e a s ~ n g  heteroatom T2 values published 
previously (i) and the new sequence which completely s u p p m s  the effects of lH-'SN dipolar/"N CSA 
cross correlation (ii) are indicated. The modified CPMG sequcnce (i) consists of applying 'H 180' pulses 
every 5-10 rns at the peak of the spin echo in order to invert the 'H spln state and hence average the 
relaxation rates of the multiplet components. Note that 'E4 180" pulses are positioned such that ISN mag 
netization spends an equal amount of tune associated with each of the multiplet components. The delay 6' 
i s  chosen such that 28  + hHIwm = 26 ( SaIw = 'H lSO' pulse width) wrth the value of 6 set < I / (  2 4  90 that 
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FIG. 3. Scheme for the measurement of TI,. For the case in which spectra are recorded in water (i.e., 
where X = "N), effective water suppression is achieved with the use of an off-resonance DANTE sequence 
dwnibd previously (32) .  In addition, a 180" 'H pulse is applied in the center of the relaxation period, T, 
so zhat any water magnetization that relaxm along z is inwxtd. In this way at the end of T veiy li-ttle net 
water magnetimtion is along the z axis. The value of A is set to 2.3 ms. The phase cychg empIoyed is 6, 
= 4 ( 1 ) ,  4( -~ ) ;&  =x, -K 4 3  = ~ I Y ) ,  WY); 44= 1 6 I ~ ) ,  l 6 ( - ~ ) ;  4s = 8 ( ~ ) ,  8 ( - ~ ) ;  & =  ~Ix), 4b); 
Acq = x, 21 -x), x, -x ,  2(x), 2(  -x ) ,  Ztx), -x, x ,  2( -x ) ,  x. The phase of the reoeiver is inverted every 
16 scans. A composite 180" pdse is applied at the center of the t ,  evolution period. Quadrature in F ,  is 
achieved by TPPI of &. 

water suppression in these experiments it was necessary to saturate the water resonance 
for - I O  ms ( 12.5 kHz '€3 RF field) after the find X 90" pulse (90s)  and before the 
final 'H 90" (90 i3 )  pulse. Five 2D data sets with T values of 8,42,67, 92, and 125 
rns were obtainsd in order to measure muhiplet component .relaxation rates. 

In order to measure *5N T, vaIues of as many residues as possible, spectra were 
recorded with the application of a 'H 180" pulse in the middle of the tI evolution 
period. I5N TI vdues were measured both with and without suppression of the dipolar/ 
CSA cross-correlation contribution using the sequences of Fig. 2b and recording six 
2D data sets with T = 8,25,42,92,109, and 143 ms. Crowcorrelation effects between 
the dipolar and CSA reIaxation mechanisms were eliminated by application of 'H 
180" pulses every S ms (Fig. 2b ( i i ) ) .  The delay between successive "5N 180" pulses 
applied during the CPMG sequence was set to 900 ps (6 = 450 ps). TI d u e s  
were measursd with (Fig. 2a with 1 = 5 ms) and without suppression of the effects of 
dipolar/CSA cross correlation. For the case in which cross correlation was not sup- 
pressed the sequence of Fig. 2a was employed with the exception that 'H 180" pulses 
were not applied during the relaxation delay T .  T I  relaxation times were obtained 
from six 2D data sets with Tvdues of 10,90, 190, 330, 490, 730, and 1150 ms. T I ,  
relaxation rates were obtained with the pulse sequence indicated in Fig. 3. A 180" 'H 
pulse is applied in the center of T to minimize the intense signal from water magne- 
tization. T I ,  reIaxation times were obtained from nine 2D spectra with T delays of 
2,25,50,75, 100, 150,200,250, and 300 ms. 

antiphase X magnehzahon does not build up. g t h e  condiiion 6 4 I /(2J) is not suris$ed, u serious under- 
eslimaie in memured T, values can result The phase cycling employed is &, = y ,  - y ;  $z = 2(r), 2( - x ) ;  
~~=4(x) ,4( -x) ;$4=8(x) ,8( -x) ;Acq =x ,2 ( -~ ) ,~ ,2 ( -x ,x ,x , -x ) ,x ,2 ( -~ ) ,~ .Af te r  16strans, 
the phase of the first 180" pulse on X after the evolution pcriod, t j  , is inverted without changing the receiver 
phase. This pulse and the pulse at the center ofthe evolution period are composite 180" pulses. Quadrature 
in F, is achieved via a TPPI of &, . 
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TABLE 1 

15N Relaxation Times Measured for SNase 

L7 
A8 
K9 
El0 
TI3 
L14 
K16 
A17 
I18 
D19 
G20 
T22 
V23 
€ 2 4  
US 
W6 
Y27 
K28 
G29 
M32 
T33 
F34 
R35 
L36 
L33 

v39 
W 0  
T4 I 
K45 
K48 
K49 
G50 
E52 
K53 
Y54 
4355 
A58 
s59 
A60 
F6 I 
K64 
M65 
V66 
E67 
N68 
A69 
K70 
K7 1 

w a  

164.7/88.3 

18 1.0p2.3 

161.8fl5.6 
I 47.1 /98.3 

177.2/86.7 
I94.8/89.0 

161.1/83.9 
I94.9/90.7 

173.2/80.5 
I7S.6i69.6 

138.4i73.2 
149.5i90.3 
203.41'67.6 

99.9/92.6 

104.0/102.8 

89.2190.7 
104.5/90.2 

102.9/97.1 
11 1.511 13.6 

1 MI/lU3.8 
I 15.211 1 1.1 

106.3/101.2 
90.6198.8 

85.7/87.7 
117.4/116.4 
101.6/81.0 

153.9p0.9 

126.8/88.5 99.3/106.5 

165.0/8 1.3 96.3/92.6 

186.8178.3 
252.2172.5 
192.2/82.9 

I0 I .O/ 109.3 
106.2/113.0 
108.7/108.7 

164.3 
139.6 
113.8 
101.6 
134.5 
114.9 
114.2 
119.9 
140.2 
100.3 
123.1 
89.6 
92.9 

105.6 
117.4 
106.8 
124.6 
124.5 
134.3 
102.8 

113.8 
101.4 

95.2 
119.6 
115.7 
101.2 
100.4 
121.1 
72.7 

134.7 
118.7 
41.6 
51.9 
95.4 

105.7 
89.4 
96.7 
92.3 
99.3 

113.7 
92.1 

114.2 
118.0 
116.7 
108.8 

149.9 
127.2 
106.0 
99.1 

117.5 
108.5 
107.5 

129.5 
92.3 

111.6 
83.5 
89.5 

103.2 
105.5 
102.0 
111.2 
113.1 
117.1 
97.4 

118.1 

105.4 
103.2 

90. 1 
112.8 
104.6 
100.1 
93.4 
113.8 
654 

122,o 
123.4 
43.8 
43. I 
97.5 

98.1 
84.3 
90.7 
94.8 
98.4 

100.2 
87.0 

109.0 
1 13.2 
1 1  1.9 
104.8 

92.0 
55.1 
58.2 
99.9 

113.8 
89.5 
86.2 
67.4 
84.8 

110.9 
63.2 

1 13.9 
104.4 
94.2 
83.0 
82.0 

100.7 
73.3 
97.5 
83.4 
64.8 
88.6 
82.9 
62.8 
61.8 
65.3 

123.1 
83.6 

100.1 
61.1 
73.8 
84.7 
91.2 
97.1 
85.3 
91,s 
88.8 

101.2 
100.8 
116.7 
101.7 
104.2 
107.9 
97.5 
97.2 
1I2.7 
144.2 
96. I 

116.9 
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172 
E73 
v74 
D77 
K78 
G79 
QSO 
T8 2 
D83 
Kx4 
Y8S 
G86 
R87 
G88 
L89 
A90 
Y9 I 
I92 
Y93 
A94 
D95 
G96 
K97 
M98 
v99 
NIOO 
El01 
A102 
LI03 
VI04 
R105 
4106 
GI07 
L108 
R110 
v111 
A112 
YI I3 
YII5 
K116 
N118 
N119 
TI20 
HI21 
E122 
Q123 
HI24 
L125 
R126 
5128 
El29 

200.4/84.9 

156.4fl9.0 
165.3/?1.4 
140.5/80.2 
203.4i80.7 

244.5/81.2 

I85.0/64.4 

159.9f78.1 

166.9159.3 
147.7/93.5 

159.8fl3.6 
I67.0/7 1.8 
I6 I .8/T4.1 

156.5/70.4 

187.317 1.3 
175.0j75.7 

167.5/86.2 
143.6/99.3 
165.6/85.1 

I97.3J89.3 

167.6179.4 

113.5/103.3 

88.2198.4 
113.2/100.3 
9S.7/98.6 

104.01 107.1 

115.1/103.4 

91.2/87.2 

l00,0/9 1.4 

lO5.0/l09.8 

93. I/99.6 
98.6/108.9 

88.5190.9 

I00.3/95.6 
102.7/87.2 

101.4/108.3 
98 4/104.9 
122.6/I06.2 

1 I5.3/106.6 

97.4195.5 

118.3 
96.2 
100.2 
114.8 
107.0 
113.8 
112.2 
125.4 
104.6 
101.4 
108.8 
117.0 
101.0 

97.1 
90.7 

102.0 
97.4 

123.0 
110.5 
109.7 
146.3 

1.18.3 
116.9 
104.1 
113.7 

48.1 
95.3 
89.3 

110.0 
110.7 
104.8 
129.9 
104.3 
115.9 
122.9 
135.5 
123.6 
117.5 
106.4 
103.9 
120.8 
91.2 
94.3 
90.9 
100.2 
100.9 
101.5 

108.9 
93.4 
94.5 

105.5 
101.5 
108.4 
110.2 
111.2 
104.2 
99.6 
49.3 

110.8 
100.2 

98.9 
92.2 
93.7 
97.6 

114.9 
102.2 
103.8 
117.7 

110.4 
107.3 
97.7 
101.7 

94.6 
92.7 

107.6 
95.3 
97.3 

105.2 
97.9 

102.0 
109.3 
117.0 
113.4 
I10.2 
100.2 
100.0 
118.0 
90.4 
86.3 
87.4 
91.8 
91.5 
96.4 

85.2 

109.6 
91.0 
95.0 
81.2 
98.0 
123.6 
91.0 
134.7 
97.5 
43.4 
101.4 
97.9 
91.4 
87.5 
82.7 
98.4 
82.7 
95.7 

108.4 
96.9 
90.7 
53.9 

1.13.2 
49.8 
73.2 
87.0 
79.4 
97.0 
89.4 
83.2 
92.0 

102.4 
91.2 
88.2 
96.9 
93.0 

104.4 
107.9 
89.3 
51.2 

114,I 
123.0 

93.4 
102.8 
45.6 
73.3 
91.0 
93.0 

108.9 
80.2 

83.2 
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TABLE E -Continued 

A130 
4131. 
A132 
K133 
K134 
E135 
K136 
L137 
N138 
1139 
SI41 
E142 
D143 
NE44 
A145 
DI46 
5147 
GI48 
Q149 

Average error‘ ($6) 

92.3 
174.3166.3 88.5190‘4 96.9 

97.1 
95.5 

111.2 
108.9 
92.0 

184.7/82.5 102.6/101.3 108.7 
86.0 

106.9 

21 1.2 
319.5 
454.7 
452. I 
870.0 

1393.1 

7.9 4.0 3.2 

85.8 
95.2 

91.9 
89.4 
98.8 

102.9 
96.5 

103.8 
81.0 

100.0 

193.0 
32 1.6 
400.2 
407.0 
722.0 

1033.8 

2.5 

113.4 
108.7 
105.5 
102.3 
106.4 
98.1 

103.4 
98.1 

105.8 
67.9 

109.7 
120.8 
76.5 
54.4 
50.3 
82.1 
57.8 
50.0 
48 I .9 

1.6 

I5N T, values for multiplet components. No attempt has been made to remove the effects of ‘H-’% 
dipolar/”N CSA cross correlation. 

15N TI values for multiplet components measured using a mcdifted CPMG zequenm where ’H 180” 
pulses are applied at the heigbl of the spin echo every 8 ms. 

lSN T, values measured with the sequence of Rg. 2b (i). IH-”N ~Iipolar/’~N CSA crosscorreIation 
effects are not completely eliminated. 

15N TI values measured with the sequence of Fig. 2b (ii). IH-% dipolar/W CSA cross-comelation 
effects are eliminated. 

e The average error was catcuhtd according to the formula error = I / N *  C 2, I error( i )  I, where the sum- 
mation is over all residues i. Residues D143-Ql49 were not included in the cakulation of the average error 
associated with the TI values. The erron in T2 values for these residues are - 15%. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In what follows, we will first consider the effects of correlation between the dipolar 
and chemical-shift relaxation mechanisms on transverse relaxation, These effects are 
muted considerably by proton spin fips in proteins and we examine how the spin- 
flip rate affects both T ,  and T2 measurements. FinaUy, pulse schemes are presented 
whch effectively suppress dipolar/CSA CTQSS correlation. 

Table 1 (first column of numbers) S ~ Q W S  the ”N transverse relaxation decay rates 
of individual multiplet components for SNase. Clearly the difference in multiplet 
component T ,  values predicted by theory is borne out by the experimental results 
aIlhough the ratio o f  decay rates is only - 2 1  and not 8:1 as prdcted. mfferences 
between theory and experiment are the result of the fact that the theory (Eq. [ 3 ] ) is 
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brtsed on the assumption of an isolated spin pair, which is an invalid assumption for 
NH- 15N spin systems in proteins. For proteins the size of SNase very efficient proton 
spin-flip processes involving mc-quantum OT near-zeroquantum transitions occur 
which maintain a uniform proton spin temperature across the protein. A spin flip 
involving the NH proton will interconvert the two 15N multiplet components and this 
process will tend to average the intrinsk differences in multiplet T2 values caused by 
interference of dipolar and CSA relaxation mechanisms. 

In order to quantitate the rate of m - ' H  spin fips in the protein SNase and hence 
obtain an accurate measure of the extent of averaging of the relaxation rates of the 
transverse multiplet components, we have determined the sate of decay of W- 
heteronuclear J order, 2 A,X, Once heteronuclear J order is established, mutual spin 
flips result in a very rapid equilibration of the magnetization of the NH protons and 
their proton neighbors. The process of equilibration of magnetization destroys the I 
order which was established. The decay of Jorder, when compared with the previously 
measured T I  data (a ) ,  provides a direct measure of the rate of spin flips in the protein. 
The pulse scheme that we have employed to measure the decay of J order ( Ttpz)  is 
indicated in Fig. 3. This sequence is essentially identical to the one used by Boyd et 
al. in their study of hEGF ( 18) with the exception that a 'H 180" pulse is applied in 
the middle of the relaxation period T to allow for efficient suppression of the water 
signal. Note that for the decay of NH- ''N J order in proteins the size of SNase, the 
influence: of dipolar and CSA cross correlation is very small since the relaxation rate 
is govern& by very rapid spin flips while the cross-correlation effects occur on a 
considerably slower time scale. Therefore we have made no attempt to suppress such 
effects in the sequence of Fig. 3. Table 1 shows the measured values of the decay of 
J order for SNase. Values of Ti, of approximately 100 ms are obtained. The T I ,  
decay curves for several residues in SNase are indxatd in Fig. 4. 

The effects of spin flips between N)I protons and neighboring proton spins on the 
relaxation of the individual transverse I5N multiplet components during a CFMG 
sequence with 6 6 1 / ( 2 J ) ,  where 26 is the dehy between successive "N 180" pulses 
and J is the one-bond NH- 15N coupling constant, can be described in te.rms of a two- 
site exchange of magnethation bemeen sites correspondmg to each of the multiplet 
components. This can be expressed by 

171 

where A i 1 )  and A&2) are the two "N multiplet components, a = - ( X  + q) - k ,  and 
b = --(A - q) - k, where X and q are defined as in Eq. 111 and k i s  the exchange rate 
of magnetization between the multipkt components whch is equal to the NH spin- 
flip rate given by the decay rate of NH-I5N heteronuclear J order (24) .  Several cases 
are of interest. The first case i s  that in which k X f q, In this limit Eq. T ]  is readdy 
solved to give the expression indicated in Eq. i2]. Alternatively if k S X t. q then a 
decoupld Line is obtained with a transverse relaxation time of 1 / A. Thus, under the 
condition of NH spin fips occurring rapidly compared to the decay of the transverse 
components of magnetization, the net decay of transverse I5N magnetization occurs 
as a single exponential with a rate given by the average relaxation rates of the two 
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decaying multiplet component. TypicdIy 'H 180" pulses are applied every 5- 10 ms. 
Using this sequence, we find that measured T1 values for SNase are, on average, 8- 
9% shorter than T1 values recorded using the previously proposed sequence (4) that 
did not diminate dipolarjCSA cross correlation. The average error caused by the 
cross-conelation effects is in reasonable agreement with the theoretical result discussed 
above. Alternative schemes for measuring T1 d u e s  which eliminate cross correlation 
involve 'H saturation or *H decoupling during the time allowed for longitudinal re- 
laxation ( T  in Fig. 2a). This latter approach kas been demonstrated by Boyd et al. 
(18) in order to obtain T I  values free from cross correlation. For the measurement 
of transverse decay rates we employ a modified CPMG sequence (22, 23), 

I .  180" 
lH: X: 1 (6-180"--6)~,-~--6-180"--6' S'-l8O0--S ( 6--180°--6)Tn-1 k 

The value of 6' is set so that 28 f &lson = 26, where &H180m is the duration of t h e  'H 
180" pulse. Proton pulses are applied after an even number of spin echoes (every 5- 
10 ms) with ihe center of the pulse coinciding With peak of the echo. The value of S 
is set to 41 / ( 2 J ) ,  where J is the onebond 'H-X heteronuclear coupling constant. 
For 15N experiments a 6 value of 450 ps is typically employed while 6 is set to 250 ps 
for '% T ,  measurements. The frequencies at which IH and X 1 SO" pulses are applied 
are very different so that heteronuclear Hartmann-Hahn effects do not occur. 

Alternate schemes for measuring heteronuclear T ,  values that eliminate dipolar/ 
CSA cross-correlation effects are also possibble. For example, consider a sequence with 
'H decoupling during the transverse relaxation delay, T ,  and a 180" X pulse applied 
at T/2  (26). In ulls case 'M decoupling eliminates cross correlation and ensures that 
antiphase X magnetization is not generated. This is important since the in-phase and 
antiphase components of X magnetization decay with different relaxation rates ( 4 ) . 
Unfortunately, the quality of heteronudeac decouphg sequences such as WALTZ 
(27) ,  GARP (28 ) ,  or DIPS1 (29) is degraded when there is s d a r  coupling between 
the proron(s) attached to the heteroatom and other protons in the molecule (29). 
This results in an increase in the measured X nucleus transverse decay rate and hence 
a decrease in the measured T ,  value. 

The "N T2 values for uniformly 15N-labeled SNase measured using the sequence 
of Fig. 2b (ii) are presented in Table 1. For cumparison we also report T2 values 
measured using a CPMG scheme where only a single 'H 180" pulse is applied during 
the T period (Fig. 2b (i)). This i s  the pulse sequence that we reported earlier (4). 
Note that when o d y  a single 'H 180" pulse is applied at T / 2  the relaxation times are, 
on average, 7% too large due to the effects of dipolar and CSA cross correlation. 
(Residues D143-Ql49 were not included in this average since T2 values for these 
residues could not be measured accurately.) This number is considerably smalIer than 
the error predicted by Eq. [ 8 ]  since the effects of the single 'H 180" pulse applied in 
the center of the CPMG interval were not included in ihe calculation. Inclusion of 
the effects of this pulse shows that the error is reduced to 8W,  in good agreement with 
experiment. We should like to indicate that errors of 6-9Y0 in the measured T ,  
and T2 values for SNase that we had reported previously ( 4 )  do not change any of 
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the conclusions of lhaf work, although based on the present results the overall cor- 
relation time for SNase was overestimated by about 1-2%. In Table 1 we also report 
T, values of multiplet components measured using the modifid CPMG sequence 
with a spacing between application of 'H 180" pulses of 8 ms. It is clear that in this 
case the multiplet components decay with the Same T2 values and hence cross cor- 
relation between dipolar and CSA relaxation mechanisms has been effectively sup- 
pressed. 

Recently Wagner and m-workers have proposed the use of spin-lock pulse sequenm 
for the measurement of heterospin transverse relaxation rates (26). These sequences 
actually measure TI, values which are only identical to T, values in the limit of OB- 
resonance spin-lock fields. For the off-resonance case T I ,  can become Ionger than T2. 
For example, for a 2.9 kHz RF field and an offset of 1 kHz the value of T , ,  and T2 
will differ by - 10% for 15N T2 and T I  vaIues of 100 and 600 ms, respectively. Of 
course for smaller offset values the differences between TI ,  and T2 will decrease. The 
CPMG puke sequence can also produce erroneous T ,  values if not used carefully. 
Figure 5 illustrates the ratio of the apparent T2 value measured from the CPMG 
sequence vs the correct T2 value as a function of t h e  spacing between successive 180" 
pulses €or an AX spin system in the absence of moss correlation. Figure 5 indimm 
that for a choiceof 6 % 1 /( 2 4  accurate values of T ,  can be readdy obtained. However, 
we wish bo emphmize that for 6 - I j ( 2 f )  signijcant uaderestiwutbes of true T2 values 
are obtained with thrs method. The vaIue of 6 = 450 p s  used in the present study 
results in an error of less than 1% in measured "N T ,  values. Given that the average 

0.95 

0.85 

0.75 

0.65 ' 1 I I 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

FIG. 5. Theoretical ratio of m e m u d  T, (p) and correct T2 ( F2) as a function of 6 (26 is the &?ay 
betwwn successive 1. 80° pulses) in a CFMG pulse sequence. The delay value 6 is measured in units of 1 / 
I ,  where J is the heteronuclear 'H-X coupling constant. Vdua  of J = 90 Hz, rC, = 100 ms, and TI = 
100 rns are used, where T ,  b the time constant €or 'H spin flips. The ratio TY/ measured fmm an 
exponential sampling ofthe decay of transverse magnetization consisting of 10 time points for time values 
T <  200 ms ( Z c ) .  Dipdar/CSA cross correlation i s  not included in this calculation. 
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power levels are considerably reduced for the CPMG sequence relative to its spin-lock 
counterpart and that If 6 is chosen judiciously essentially error free T2 values can be 
obtained, we strongly prefer this sequence for the measurement of T2 values. 
En summary, we have descrilxd the effects of dip~lar and CSA cross correlation on 

the measurement of 15N T I  and T ,  relaxation times and presented pulse schemes for 
the effective removal of such effects. Far the case of 15N T I  measurements the scheme 
that is presented is very similar to the sequence dmribed by Boyd et al. (18). For 
SNase, a comparison of I5N T2 values obtained with the modified CPMG sequence 
vs values obtained with fie CPMG sequence containing only a single '€3 180" pdse 
applied in the middle of the CPMG relaxation intend, T, suggests that the effects of 
CTQSS comhtion result in measured T2 values that are in mor by approximately 7% 
when recorded at a field strength of 11.8 T. In the absence of any 'H 1 SO" pulses 
during the relaxation time, T ,  cross-correlation effects can be much more substantial, 
often resulting in errors as large as 25-30% in measured T2 values. The effects of cross 
correlation on measured T I  times are expected to be much smaller than those for TI 
values and errors of -5  and 8.5% ( 1 1.8 T) are predictad and measwed for SNase if 
cross correlation is ignored. Nevertheless the errors in measured T ,  values are not 
negligible and increase rapidly with decreasing molecular weight, necessitating t h e  use 
of improved schemes for the measurement of T1 values as well ( 18). W e  the emphasis 
in this paper has been on the measurement of I5N relaxation times the pulse schemes 
that we have developed are, of course, equally valid for the removal of dipolar and 
CSA cross-correlation interference from relaxation time measurements. 
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